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Abstract
Content-Centric-Networking (CCN) architecture brings contents near to the users through
caching. If the requested contents location is unknown, the Content Router (CR) floods the
user’s requests to all of its neighbor routers for finding the content. This results in forwarding
many unnecessary requests outside of the Autonomous System (AS), and also consumes uplink
bandwidth. In this paper, we proposed a forwarding mechanism which is implementable at the
gateway router for making a decision on which interest packets to forward to the outside of
the AS. The simulation results show that our proposed mechanism performs better that
existing proposals.
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requesting CRs. Based on this table, the flooding
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2. System Model
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Fig.1: System Model

information of Video-A (e.g., 1 sec). When the timer

The system model is shown in Fig. 1, where R-1, R-2,
R-3, R-4 are Content Routers (CRs) and R-7 is a Content

reaches to 0 the information related with Video-A will
be deleted.
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before flooding the interest message outside of the

6. Conclusion

network for getting the content.

In this paper we have proposed an effective CCN
interest packet forwarding at gateway router. The CGR

Algorithm 1: IM Forwarding decision at CGR
1. On the arrival of an Interest packet attached with
content name and router name
serve the request

4.

update the CIT field with content name and

on same content. With this algorithm at CGR the
unnecessary retrieving cost due to interest flooding can
be eliminated. The algorithm can further be improved

router name

with efficient assignment of field parameter in CIT such

5. else check the CIT
6.

as cache timer.

if requested content is listed then

7.

forward the interest message to router
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